Test bowlers of 2015

by Hemical

Defined solely by their nationalities, the 10 Test bowlers by average (min 100 overs)
http://stats.espncricinfo.com/ci/engine/stats/index.html?class=
1;filter=advanced;orderby=bowling_average;qualmin1=600;qualval1=balls;spanmax3=15+dec+
2015;spanmin3=26+dec+2014;spanval3=span;template=results;type=bowling
Across
1 Indian who can turn his
arm (6)
4 Supply too few weapons
for illegal action (8)
10 An actor is altering
outerwear (9)
11 South African bowler
possibly sent back to
Ireland (5)
12 Pakistani right, in my
opinion, to make a
comeback (5)
13 Old English drip
welcomed by pretty
businesswoman (9)
14 Regret coming back
because I get a huge
amount of land (7)
16 Mark on drink's side
(4)
19 No credit for ugly old
women as individuals (4)
21 Revolutionary meets
Queen Victoria about
heraldic device (7)
24 Australian zoo had
trouble - keep mostly well
back (9)
25 Pour hot liquid over
Cuba's tenement houses
(5)
26 Australian Democrats
come back, having
cancelled protest march
(5)
27 The area outside
Surrey grounds lacking
heart (9)
28 Delay exchanging
American gold for article
that's unreal (8)
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29 Extraordinary child,
very probably (4-2)
Down
1 England's Ali loses
footing getting on length
having eaten fish? Fish!
(5,3)
2 I cross over aboard ship
they cut (8)
3 Foot dropping out of
forecourt - it could
happen again (5)
5 Alastair Cook famously
has little problem (2,5)
6 Hangers-on find
lavatory has no walls and
is as old as we are (9)

29

7 Indian has a bone with
tungsten implant (6)
8 South African keeper
splits mushroom (6)
9 Jamaica supports green
Indian (6)
15 A lot of words
broadcast over confusing
scene (9)
17 Puts on a show priest
doesn't like (8)
18 Headless male birds
prepared for Englishman
(8)
20 Poles block second
dreadful source of money
for cricket club (7)

21 Trees which
groundsmen sometimes
use in conversation (6)
22 Reached target and
was innocent, they say (6)
23 Essentially lazy
Shakespearean king gets
up to see angel of death
(6)
25 Englishman is evil,
eating frog's guts (5)

